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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

SHIPPING CHARGES:  Minimum Ship
Charges

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Buma�s Cling
House Of  Magic Presents...

Borrowing any bill �currency,� the performer proceeds to
fold the bill twice, he then borrows any clear empty drinking
glass and inverts it mouth down on his open outstretched
palm. Then ever so slightly he touches the now folded bill
against the front of the inverted clear glass, instantly releasing
his hold on the bill. The bill is now seen to be clinging to the
front of the clear glass, totally unsupported!  The performer
now proceeds to un-cling (take hold) of the folded bill from
the glass, and returns both it and the glass back to the
spectators.

The same bill or a newly borrowed bill is now placed on the
open palm of the performer�s hand. He then proceeds to set
a solid brass key on one end of the bill, keeping the key in
place with the fingertips of his hand placed atop the key. His
free hand now takes hold of the opposite end of the bill and
he lifts the bill straight up into a vertical position, still securing
the key in place with his fingertips as they now slowly rub
the key until they are seen to release their physical contact
with it. The key is now seen to be clinging to the bill�totally
unsupported! The performer then proceeds to take a clear
Tic Tac box and ever so slightly rub it against the vertical
hanging bill, releasing his hold on it. The Tic Tac box is now
seen to be clinging to the vertical hanging bill (totally
unsupported). The performer now takes a pencil and ever so
slightly waves it over the hanging bill. He then proceeds to
gently place the length of the pencil against the vertical
hanging bill. This time the performer releases his hold on
the bill. Amazingly, the bill is now seen to be clinging to the
pencil, along with its clinging clear Tic Tac box and brass
key�again totally unsupported!  He then unclings all item
from the bill, freely displaying them in the process. The bill is
then returned to its owner.

Performance benefits:
Borrowed items can be
incorporated. Uses NO sticky
adhesive,  static, thread or
loops!  Easy and fast to master.
Always ready to perform�
can be immediately
repeated�instantly resets

itself.  Totally self contained, fits in your shirt pocket�
perform standing or seated�perfect for tradeshows,
walkaround and table hopping.

$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cling-buma-house-of-magic-2/
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Porper Items...Available Again!
Master Key Rings Plus

This is a 12-inch Diameter, 3-Ring Linking Ring
Set that comes with a beautiful carrying case
and a tremendous value of instructional and
additional routines exclusively from Stevens
Magic Emporium.

There are only a few people that can really make
them. And there is �no question,� in our view,
who this set is truly unique among the very
limited number of craftsmen who can make
them.  This really is more than a set of linking
rings, as it features a unique locking system that
is truly remarkable�hence the name, �Master
Key.�  This will be a set you will treasure.  We
asked Joe to provide us with a special set of
rings that would stand up to the most
discriminating customer and he rose to the
challenge.  To make this an even better
package, we included two Ken Brooke
Booklets that feature routines on the
rings, as well as the famous Al Koran 3-
Ring Routine by Max Hapner (these extras
are a $45 value).

$370

Quarter Sorter
Cups

Al Cohen, one of the greatest
demonstrators in magic, had several
effects he created over his tenure at Al�s
Magic.  Quarter Sorter Cups was one of
them.  Now, it has been precision
machined by Joe Porper, resulting in a
winning combination.

Two brass cups are placed on a table for
examination.  Three quarters are introduced (borrowed or provided) and are dropped
into either one of the cups by a spectator.  Next the coins are poured into your
hand, and then mysteriously travel back into the cups.  This is repeated many times
showing how magically, the coins invisibly travel back and forth.  For a grand finale,
both cups are raised�under one, a stack of coins is discovered; under the other, a
solid ball!  You supply your own quarters.

$60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/quarter-sorter-joe-porper/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/master-key-rings-3-set-by-joe-porper-trick/
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Lower Prices - Made In America
Ghostly Linking

Finger Ring
The performer borrows three rings
from members of the audience.  With
little or no moves, the three rings are
linked together.  Each spectator
identifies their ring in the chain of
three.  No need to �switch in and
switch out� rings to show them for
inspection.  To unlink the rings, the
first spectator�s ring visibly falls free,
while the magician is holding the rings
up with one hand.  The unlinking can
be done with one hand without even

looking at the rings.  Following the first unlink; the two remaining rings are hung on
a mechanical pencil, one ring hanging below the other.  The spectator holds her
hands, cupped below the rings and, on the spectator�s command, her ring melts
free and drops into her hands.  No fiddling moves.  The initial linking is diabolically
simple�the rings are automatically linked in the act of just slipping them onto your
index finger as you collect them from the audience.  Again, you can do this without
even looking at your hands.  Includes
gimmicked linking finger ring,
ungimmicked matching ring, Koran-
inspired mechanical pencil that
automatically unlinks the two final,
borrowed rings and a customer wooden
carrying case.  Instructions include detailed
handling and Al Koran�s original routine,
written by Ken Brooke courtsey of Martin
Breese.

$595

Precision Brema
Spirit Nut

Hand spectator a brass nut (like you find at
any hardware store) and a length of cord. Ask
them to thread the nut onto the cord and hold
the ends of the cord tight.

You take out your handkerchief and cover the
nut. Saying a magic word, you reach under the handkerchief, remove the nut and
toss it out for examination. Easy to do. Takes little pocket space and plays strong.

Available After August 1st!  Preorder Now...$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ghostly-linking-finger-rings-by-joe-porper/
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Lower Prices - Made In America
Porper Items...Available Again!

Toothpick Twister
This clever new paddle is similar to past Porper
toothpick paddles, but the way it�s different is
that you DO NOT use the standard paddle
move. It�s held in two hands and just rotating
it so the spectators can see both sides does
the work!

Several knowledgeable magicians at the Magic
Castle, during the Swap Meet were fooled by
this one when Joe handed it to them to examine. Nothing could be found. It has a
clever NEW PRINCIPLE never seen in a paddle trick before. Comes complete with
leather carrying case, toothpick and full-color printed instructions.

$40

AmaZeRing
Back In Stock!  Joe Porper�s AmaZeRing
will revolutionize the Himber Ring routine.
The ease of use with AmaZeRing is
astounding; the gimmick opens and closes
automatically without any fumbling or
looking.

It�s a great new tool for the working
performer.  Three rings are borrowed from
the audience and are linked together in a
chain. One ring is unlinked and returned,
the other two are displayed on a mechanical
pencil with one ring hanging below the other.

On your command, without touching the rings or going near them with your hands,
one ring visibly unlinks from the other and drops into your waiting, cupped hand
below!  It can also be used in a ring on/off stick or cord, and other effects,
only limited by your imagination.

The first, and simplest routine is called the �Ghost Link and Unlink.� This was
created originally by Earl Nelson with full-size linking rings, but is easily adapted to
the AmaZeRing. The cleanup/switch routine is easy to do; it is based on Dai
Vernon�s display of balls in the beginning of his cups & balls routine.

Comes with gimmicked ring and ungimmicked ring with photo-illustrated instructions
and DVD with performances and routines by the late Dean Dill and Joe Porper.

$300

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/amazering-joe-porper/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/toothpick-twister-joe-porper/
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Joe Porper Magic�s
Strong Box

Type 1
Joe has revolutionized the standard
Lippincott box to create a baffling yet
practical box, which allows you to load a
solid metal box with anything that will fit
inside� while it is sealed with an ordinary
padlock!

Joe is constantly updating his designs to
incorporate new ideas, and each one is
more diabolical than the last. His original

boxes are still highly sought after by collectors. Perfect for magicians, mentalists
and even puzzle box enthusiasts.

$200

Audience Participation!

Bill Montana�s
The Pin Of  Pain

The performer inserts a small stick pin
(used in sewing) into a block of wood.
�What do you think would happen if you
slammed the palm of your hand onto
this pin?  I will now hypnotize you so no
harm will come to you. You will now be
able to smack your hand upon this pin
without any harm.� The performer says
to the spectator. �Ready on three�One,
Two, Three,� the hands of the volunteer
come straight down upon the pins but at
the last moment he stops even under your
special powers of hypnosis.

A second block is removed from your jacket or case, and the pin is inserted in that
block as well. This gives the performer a block so that you can do the effect
together.  As your hands come slamming down toward the pin, you stop a few
inches above the pin. This will get some laughs from the audience as the person
whom you�re performing with will also stop in most cases.  This stopping and
starting will add to the overall effect and is an intricate part of the presentation.
This is a very big moment and should not be done in haste. Once your hand has hit
the wood block, leave it there momentarily�the audience will be wondering if
you�re harmed?

This classical effect now comes with two wooden block that feature a cork insert
and backing. The blocks have a natural lacquer finish so they are easy to clean.

$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/porper-strongbox-version-one/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-pin-of-pain-bill-montana/
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Louis Gaynor Presents...
Baker-Dunninger Slate

Deluxe Version
This 10.5 x 7.5-inch slate board duplicates the
original Baker-Dunninger style chalk board slate
but with the modern convenience of a dry erase
surface. This allows for a simple wipe down
with a dry cloth and you are ready for the next
performance. Imagine no more chalk dust or
white smudges on your costume or props. The
black on white printing makes it much easier
to read even from a distance, allowing for a
larger audience. Weighs approximately 12
ounces�so it�s solid! This 7/8-inch wide by
3/8-inch thick solid oak frame has tenon and
grove joints at each rounded corner which gives
maximum strength and durability, and adds an
old school-styling and charm to the trick. The

wood is then coated at least five times with a durable
semigloss lacquer.

Keeping with tradition, this slate has a space for four
sets of numbers and a space for the sum total of these
numbers. Five spaces in all. Just like the original, which
has been tried and tested for many generations and
dazzles the audience with your prediction prowess.
The back of the slate is also a dry erase surface�it
gives the magician a blank billboard on which to
display any symbol, logo or anything else they wish
to apply to it. Free advertising space, what a bargain.
Comes with dry erase marker, complete
instructions on execution.

Stevens Magic�s own master craftsman, Louie Gaynor, has meticulously hand
crafted each board with special care given to each piece to assure a flawless
performance every time. Once you know the secret, all you need is an audience.
Then you, too, can astound the masses with your uncanny prediction abilities.

Sample Routine...Mentalist points to a large envelope that is sealed and has
been in the same position. He produces a dry erase slate and hands it to the first of
three spectators with a marker. He askes them to write in a random 4-digit number.
Then the magician hands it to two more participants who also write a random 4-
digit number. Finally the slate is handed to a fourth spectator, who adds the numbers
and reveals the sum (for example 20,093). The mentalist then asks another member
of the audience to go up and grab the sealed envelope, open it and show it to the
audience. Sure enough upon doing so�the previously predicted number is a match�
20,093!

$85

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/baker-dunninger-slate-louie-gaynor-deluxe/
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Even More Linking Effects

Bruce Bernstein�s
Linking Pin Routine

The magician links two large safety pins together,
fairly and plainly. The pins visibly and slowly melt
apart.  The effect is repeated�pins unlink again�
and the illusion looks just as baffling as it did the
first time.  The pins are then caused to magically
link together�one moment the two are separate,
and the next, they are linked.  Finally, an
ungimmicked finger ring is locked onto one of
the pins. Despite the fairness of the proceedings,
the ring melts off of the pin it was locked onto.
At the same moment the two pins link together,
in full view, inches from the spectators. At the end, everything can be examined.

The Bernstein Linking Pin Routine requires no specially manufactured gaffs
and no complicated sleight-of-hand. All that�s required are the two pins and a
finger ring. There are no external gimmicks. It�s ready any time. Included
inside are all necessary props and media: 2 � 3-inch safety pins, instructional DVD
featuring Bernstein�s performance and explanation, and a 17 x 22-inch poster
with clear line drawings to make learning easy.

 $32.50

Paul Romhany�s
Merge

The Linking Finger Rings is considered by many to be
the strongest magic routine ever conceived. Being able
to link and unlink finger rings has been in the repertoire
of some of the most prominent magicians in the world.
In the past, this has been used only for stage work.
However, Paul Romhany has taken the classic Linking
Finger Routine to a new level with a close-up version
designed to be performed under ANY close-up
condition from the street, bars, corporate functions
to restaurants. With the moves he has created, you
will instantly link and unlink rings which are in full
view, using only one hand.   This is the closing effect
Paul finishes every walk-about performance with,

whether it be in restaurants, trade-shows or just showing friends some magic�MERGE
is something people will remember for a very long time.

You will receive Regular Finger Ring with matching Himber Ring.  Download
video tutorial so you can watch and learn Paul�s routine plus bonus handling ideas
for different sized rings. Instructional booklet with bonus ideas.

 $50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/merge-gimmicks-and-instruction-by-paul-romhany-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/linking-pins-bruce-bernstein/
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ShWand
Sharpie Pen Wand

Designed and invented by Syd Beckman. Manufactured
by Collectors� Workshop.  Syd has come up with a
Wand-erful way to hide and use a Sharpie marker. It is
cleverly concealed inside an elegant wand made of
select and rare hardwoods. Simply pull the wand apart
to reveal a hidden Sharpie marker. Only the tip of the
Sharpie is visible. The unique construction of the
ShWand makes it easy to exchange and refill the
Sharpie at any time.

The ShWand measures
approximately  8.25-inches
long x 5/8-inches diameter.

The interior chrome metal and brass parts will last a
lifetime.

Our ShWand is made of Kassod wood, which is an exotic
wood from either Asia, Africa or Hawaii. The tips are
made from maple veneer.

Each ShWand is supplied with custom red velvet carrying
case. You supply the Sharpie.

 $79

Collector�s Workshop

Simplex
Card Frame

A selected card visibly appears in a picture frame.  A
classic from the past that still plays well today!

The frame is shown on both sides and dismantled in
front of the audience.  They can even examine the
frame.  A card is selected and returned to the deck.  In
a flash, it disappears from the deck.  The frame is
turned over and there is the missing card, securely
locked behind the pane of glass!

Strong impact.  Direct and visual.  Nothing is added
or taken away from the frame.  No black art, curtains,
magnets or special locking devices.  Excellent
craftsmanship.

Frames measures 5.5 x 7-inches.

 Limited Quantites Available...$27.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shwand-sharpie-pen-wand-collectors-workshop/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/simplex-card-frame-viking/
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Viking Silk Effects
Deluxe
Silk To

Egg
A red silk is run
through the per-
former�s hands,
then poked into his
fist.  It is tossed into
the left hand, but
instead of the silk, he
shows an EGG!  The
silk has vanished
from his hands and
is pulled from his

pocket.  Now, the audience is let in on the secret:  He used two silks and a fake,
hollow egg.  The performer agrees to show all and repeats his moves, but when the
egg finally appears the second time, it is broken into a glass and shown to be a real
egg!  Complete with specially formed ceramic egg, two 18-inch silks and special
gimmick.

Now available in either Brown Egg or White Egg!  Please specify when ordering.
If none is chosen, white egg will be sent.

A Classic!!   $35

Silks From
Newspaper

Truly a classic that has survived the
test of time!  Show a newspaper
freely on both sides.  Then, punch a
hole through the paper and pull out
a brightly colored silk.  Show the
paper again on both sides�the silk
is hanging in the hole in the
newspaper.  Punch another hole in
another spot on the newspaper and
extract another silk.  Repeat using an
ordinary ungimmicked newspaper!

You can perform this wonderful illusion on-stage or parlor and it will prove to be a
successful piece of entertainment for you.  Comes complete with instructions, silks
and special gimmick.

$39

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=deluxe+silk+to+egg&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silks-from-newspaper-complete-viking/
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Mysterious Card Effects
Crystal Card

This is a great invention by our good friend,
Pieras Fitikides! This effect is both eerie and
mysterious as it happens right in front of the
spectators. A card is selected from a standard
deck of cards. The cards are all replaced within
the card case. The CRYSTAL CARD is now
displayed. It is suggested that the transparent
material is of unknown origin and quite unique
in that it will reveal a single thought. Slowly the
CRYSTAL CARD is passed over the closed card
case and without any cover or action on your
part, an image begins to form on the card... an
image of the selected card! This image looks like
it was written by a spectral hand, but is clearly
visible.

This is a great effect, easy to perform, easy to
reset and great for table hopping, close-up and
carry-around, do-anywhere-anytime magic. You

are supplied with the necessary special gimmicks and complete detailed instructions
in the form of a 24-page booklet, seven original effects included; all you need to
add is a standard deck of cards. We are sure that once you have this unique gimmick,
you will find other uses for it. This is a �must have� for your magical arsenal.

$20
Chazpro�s

The Card Swami
Amateurs will fool the Pros!  The Card Swami is a
magical apparatus that will allow you to perform
mindboggling effects that will fool the most
knowledgeable magicians!  The Card Swami is
designed for use with a Bicycle poker-size deck.
When The Card Swami is in your deck, it is
completely invisible!  Your hands are empty and the
faces and backs of all the cards can be shown.  You
can freely display and mix the cards, even have a
spectator cut them.  The effects you will perform
with The Card Swami are incredible!  People will
think you are a master of sleight-of-hand OR a real
mind reader.  Most effects are self-working.  A trick
that is fun to use!  Even non-magicians will love using
The Card Swami!  Comes with Booklet of routines (Read People�s Minds, Feeling
The Pips, Phoney Forces, The Swami and more) and the �something special� gimmick.

 $20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/crystal-card-viking/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/card-swami-bicycle-poker/
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Metal Writing Exclusive
Engraved
2 Versions�

Deluxe & Basic
On the table, the performer places a
key ring with a picture of the Zodiac.
When turning it over, the spectator�s
name and star sign is engraved on its
back. ENGRAVED can be presented
as an ordinary object or an artifact
but also as a key ring, a necklace, a
watch, a compass or an heirloom.
You can change the design of the

amulet by replacing the picture inside or attaching either a key ring chain or necklace
chain to the amulet�everything is included.  This an amazing feature because
�one prop� now becomes many, and you can change the theme depending on
whom you are performing for.  How many quality effects can boast that? Anything�
a message, a word, a sign or a number can be engraved on the back.  The message
is secretly engraved right in front of the audience using�No Stooges, No Forces,
No Pre-Show and No Dual Reality or assistants.

ENGRAVED can be used as a souvenir, a key ring, a necklace or a watch�
ordinary objects in the world today. But at the same time it could be a unique
artifact with a spectacular story like a medallion used by a secret society or an old
pendant from the 19th Century. It comes with 20 different pictures that fit into the
amulet and with them the object change. Thanks to the timeless and clean design
it can be used today, in the future and also as a reminder of the past.

ENGRAVED can be presented as a prediction, a premonition, a finale in a psychic
reading, a magical amulet, a magical effect or as a magical humoristic effect. Thanks
to the wide possibility with the method of Metal Writing, anything can be engraved.
This opens up possibilities that haven�t been possible with previous methods. One
advantage of ENGRAVED is that the amulet can either be in full view or hidden
during the performance. The different hook ups, methods and techniques make
Engraved easy to use and suitable for most performers and situations.

ENGRAVED comes with DVD that covers over 20 routines and ideas, including
ideas from Peter Turner, Colin McLeod, Luca Volpe, Lars-Peter Loeld and Bob
Cassidy. You will also get multiple methods collected in a Toolbox, that help you to
create endless amount of routines.  Refer to website for the differences
between Deluxe and Basic.

Basic...$169       Deluxe...$260

This item is not eligible for the coupon!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=engraved&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/engraved-deluxe-metal-writing/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/engraved-deluxe-metal-writing/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/engraved-basic-metal-writing/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/engraved-basic-metal-writing/
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More Than A Book Test
Empathy

English Edition
Someone flicks through a book,
reads in it and remembers one
of the words. You look at the
person and tell him without any
detours what he is thinking of in
detail. Yes, you can tell exactly
the word he has in mind! You
have read everything correctly�
the dream of every mentalist has
come true. This is the book test
in its purest and most direct form!
That is what always has been
meant referring to the effect of a
book test but has now been
realized for the first time ever.

THE FACTS: You can present the effect alone and under all possible conditions
of performance. Nothing has to be forced, nothing is asked, nothing has been
written down. You don�t have to search for individual letters.

The spectator opens the book at random, pages through it, reads something and
finally keeps any word that suits him in mind. In a word: He chooses the word
absolutely free!

There is no need to secretly glimpse any information�the performer is able to
stand widely apart from the spectator. And despite (perhaps because of) the uniquely
clear and fair procedure, you are able to present an absolutely incredible mind-
reading.

You will need nothing else other than the book. Your hands are empty during the
whole performance. The handling will be mastered perfectly after a short while.
Even for a person who owns the book and has used it himself.  There will not be
the slightest doubt that this is the original book. He is allowed to read some pages
and will still confirm that this is the contents he is familiar with. The title used in
this effect is one of the world�s most famous detective novels. You will receive a
100% original looking hard cover book including original illustrations.

�I love this test! The effect is great! � The method is wonderful! � It is one of
the cleanest and most direct book tests I know of!�  --Richard Osterlind

 $250

This item is not eligible for the coupon!

FREE INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING,
For Limited Time!  1st Class Airmail only!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/empathy-book-test-english-edition/
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Classic
Monkey Bar

You demonstrate a Monkey Bar with
a Ring Tail Monkey hanging on one
end.  You tell the kids that this is an
Acrobatic Monkey and that he has
the ability to jump from one end to
the other and back again. You
demonstrate this great phenomenon
by placing the Monkey Bar behind
your back and then bringing it out to
show the ring has jumped to the other
end! But, boy do the howls start
coming as the kids are sure that all
you did was just turn the bar around!
After playing this up for all it�s

worth...you ask the kids, �Well, where would you like the Monkey to jump to?�
They all holler out.. �Put it in the middle!!� The finale is that this time when you
pass it behind your back and bring it back out...Viola...the ring has indeed now
jumped to the middle!

$47.50

Clever Yet Practical

Baby Bunny
The Magic Bunny

It has huge commercial
appeal!  Everyone will love
this. Baby Bunny does the
magic with his cute magical
booklet. This is not a �take a
card� effect. It is more than
that�excellent audience
participation.

Simple to perform and highly
entertaining. Cards are mixed
or shuffled. Then spread on the table, some face up and some face down. Baby
Bunny predicts (without ever knowing) how many cards are face up and how
many are face down! PLUS Baby Bunny will even tell you how many are red and
black and how many are of one suit and has a final prediction that will �blow you
away.� Baby Bunny tells all, sees all and knows all.

Comes complete with Baby Bunny and routine. Use your own deck of cards.
Highly recommended.

 $15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/classic-monkey-bar-deluxe-gaynor/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/baby-bunny-the-magic-bunny/
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Magic Latex Best Sellers
Endless Bananas

Two real-looking bananas are supplied, each
approximately 5.5-inches long�able to be hidden in
your hand very easily. With these bananas you can
perform the classic routine of Endless Bananas, in
which you show a banana, put it in a paper bag and
magically a banana appears in your other hand! You
put this new banana in the paper bag, and immediately,
another banana appears in your free hand.  You can

repeat the sequence as many times as you want.  Two bananas are supplied,
a paper bag and instructions with eight color step-by-step manipulation
photographs, describing the method used for the multiplication of
bananas.

$30

Endless Carrots
Two real-looking carrots are supplied, each
approximately 5.5-inches long�able to be hidden in
your hand very easily. With these carrots you can
perform the classic routine of Endless Bananas,
except  with carrots!  You show a carrot, put it in a
paper bag, and magically a carrot appears in your
other hand!  You put this new carrot in the paper
bag, and immediately, another carrot appears in your
free hand.  You can repeat the sequence as many
times as you want.  Two Carrots are supplied, a paper bag and instructions
with eight color step-by-step manipulation photographs, describing the
method used for the multiplication of carrots.

$30

Latex Egg
White or Brown

Chicken egg size. White (Brown), medium density. Perfect
to perform the classic �handkerchief in the egg,� because
it has a hole that allows you to hide the handkerchief,
making it disappear. Or you can make a handkerchief or
silk appear from the egg.  Whatever you choose!

Each one of our products is totally handcrafted. The entire
manufacturing process is done by our crew�s hands, from
the initial assembly of the molds to the finishing paint
coat. Therefore, colors can vary slightly from the photo

shown here as well as the photo on the website.   You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

Please Specify White Or Brown...$18

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/endless-bananas-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/endless-carrots-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=magic+latex+latex+egg&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-egg-white-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-egg-white-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-brown-egg-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-brown-egg-magic-latex/
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Magic Latex Appearances
Latex Canary With Legs

Latex canary (with legs) is basically the same performing
characteristics of the latex dove. The canary has an intense
yellow color. And though it is small in size, it can be seen
and recognized in long distances. You can easily hide it in
one hand, with a �finger palm.� Special for performances
with small apparition cages. You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$22.50

Latex Orange
Amazing fake of a real orange.  It has the exact texture
and color.  Picture this...Take an orange handkerchief,
and ask the audience, �What color is the handkerchief?�,
and everybody will answer at the same time, �Orange�...
in that moment you will be able to say, �Indeed, orange!!�
Make an orange appear out of nowhere just as real as
the ones at the market.

The Latex Orange has a small hole, which is easily hidden with a fingertip.  This
hole is necessary to avoid vacuum effect and quickly recover the shape once crushed.
It is also useful to hide small handkerchiefs or to make them appear. You will
receive a CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$19

Latex Banana
Imitation of a real banana�8 inches in length.  Hand
painted in different shades�making it appear very real.
You can transform a yellow handkerchief to a banana or
vice versa. Imagine producing several bananas from
anywhere during your show, creating a hilarious and
original running gag, that generates many laughs.  A quality
item that should be present in every comedy act. You
will receive a CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$19
Latex Lemon

Real lemon or fake?  It has the exact texture and color.
You can turn a yellow handkerchief into a lemon, and in
reverse.  It has a small hole, which is easily  hidden with a
fingertip.  This hole is necessary to avoid vacuum effect
and quickly recover the shape once crushed.  Easy to
handle, which allows you to execute techniques like the
ones used in sponge ball routines.   You will receive a
CERTIFICATE of AUTHENTICITY.

$19

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-canary-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-lemon-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-orange-magic-latex/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/latex-banana-magic-latex/
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Fun To Do Magic!
Aaron Smith�s

Double Pack Ghosts
In the past math magic meant a Swami gimmick or
electronic device.  Now, all you need are Double Pack
Ghosts to predict the outcome of events, demonstrate
telepathy or read your spectator�s mind!  These tricky
notes look like sticky notes.  How do Double Pack
Ghosts work?  There is a bit of physics and biology at
play with every performance.  This pad of paper,
combined with a natural characteristic of the human
body, delivers a powerful dose of magic.  The instructions
are in English, French, Spanish and Japanese. Comes
with TWO PACKS (one white, one canary yellow).

Prediction Pads...$34

Shufton Magic Presents...
Inexplicable

There is a SINGLE card in an UN-GIMMICKED
envelope.  Spectator is asked to deal cards �face-up�
from a regular deck.  They continue to do so, until they
get the urge or feeling to �stop!�  They can stop wherever
and whenever they want.  Totally up to their preference
of perhaps �intuition.�  When they decide to stop dealing
�the card they stopped on�Matches Your Prediction!
There are no sleights, no switches and instantly resets.

This fresh take at the �open prediction� will leave wise ones scratching their heads!
Yet, the ingenious method is sheer simplicity!  Everything you need to perform this
miracle is included. Use your own ordinary deck!  When you perform this effect, it
feels like REAL magic!  It is so much fun, so easy to perform, and truly devastating!

$20

Topsy Popsy Wand
A great prop, requiring very little resetting and creates
laughs, fun and audience participation.

Hand your giant wand to a child and the end pops off with
a definite POP sound!  Replace the tip and the other end
pops off.  It happens over and over to repeat  laughter.
Great comedy!

As a kicker, open the wand and remove candy, flowers,
silks or any number of things!

$18

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ghost-it-notes-prediction-pads-smith/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/inexplicable-steve-shufton/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/popsy-topsy-wand/
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Look What We Found?!

Purchased from any Stevens Magic
Catalog or from

www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME81515)

Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other

promotion or special.  Some items
are non-discountable or listed as a
special price, these are not eligible
for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!

Expires:  August 15, 2015

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,

and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:

SME81515

Kenton Knepper�s
Dunninger�s Delight

Joseph Dunninger remains one of the
greatest mentalists of all times.  He continues
to inspire today�s groundbreaking, mental performers.
This miracle seems impossible, but it is true!!

Several spectators name a suit and a number, or roll
a pair of dice to get a number�all at random.  They
create a playing card no one could possibly know in
advance.  These spectators look through a deck of
cards and confirm that their created card is in the
deck.  The mentalist never touches the cards�they
remain in the spectators� hands.  They are sure their
special card stays in the deck.

The mentalist concentrates and says, �It is done.  Your thought of card is gone
from the deck, and it is in the pot of the plant across the room.�  The spectators
look through the deck they have held the entire time.  The card that they know
was there is now gone!  It is clear across the �world,� if you choose.

No stooges or secret helpers.  No palming.  No rough and smooth.  Kenton�s
devious thinking, combined with a few special devices, make it all happen.

�If there were only one card miracle I could perform to prove I am a real
mentalist, it would have to be this.�  --Kenton Knepper

  Catalog only item!   Only 6 Available...$25
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Tony Clark Presents...

ION
A freely selected card is returned to the deck. The
magician pulls out one card, but it is not correct�the
magician says it is because the spectator took his eye
off the card! On the second attempt, the magician pulls
out a plastic eye and magically makes it disappear. He
then cuts the deck and everyone is amazed to see the
plastic eye on a card�that card is turned over and it is
the chosen card!

Comes complete with all the necessary props and
instructions, plus a FREE instructional download which
includes three bonus ION vanishes.

 $18

In & Out Rope Escape
This is one of the greatest comedy bits that
everyone should learn and use in their act.
Regardless if you are an illusionist, MC or
even close-up worker, you really should use
this awesome effect. Tony has made this
effect easy to learn (in just a few minutes)
thanks to his instructional DVD.

Here�s how it works...You have two people
tie your wrists together with a piece of rope
and to everyone�s surprise you are able to
get in and out of the tight knots in seconds!
Tony has performed this routine on TV

and stages around the world thousands of times. The routine is explained in easy
to learn, step-by-step instructions. It�s perfect for anyone looking for a solid, time-
tested 5-minute comedy routine.

Highly Recommended...$30

Headline Hat Tear
Newspaper Fusion

A piece of newspaper is torn up and magically fused
into a newspaper souvenir hat.  Great for kids and
adults!  Simple to do!  A truly impromptu hat tear.
This item comes with 12 hat tears.

�I've been doing the hat tear for over 30 years and
this by far gets the best response of them all. It
really baffles people!�
  --Tony Clark

$22.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rope-escape-tony-clark/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ion-tony-clark/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/headline-hat-tear-newspaper-fusion-tony-clark/
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Classic Money Effects

Hypno-Bill
One of the most visual bill changes you
will ever see! The performer clearly
shows both sides of a bill and otherwise
empty hands. He folds the bill once in
half, and simply by waving one hand
over the front of the bill once, it changes
before the audience�s eyes! An almost
hypnotic experience, Hypno-Bill really
is this smooth and visual. Carry it in your
wallet and you�ll be ready to amaze
anywhere, anytime.  Ideal for table-
hopping and walk-around, close-up
performances.  Resets automatically.
Gimmick can be made in 15 minutes or
less.  You receive the fully photo-
illustrated, 6-page manuscript on how
to easily construct the necessary
gimmick.

$16.50

Just Passin� Thru
A dollar bill, wrapped around a pencil,
is instantly penetrated by the pencil!  The
bill is again wrapped around the pencil
and, once again, the pencil penetrates
through, at a slow-motion pace.
Nothing is added or taken away!  Comes
complete with fully-il lustrated
instructional booklet and a special
performance DVD.

$20

Michael Close�s
Dollar Bill

Available Again!
A dollar bill is folded inside a playing card
and a toothpick stuck through both.
Unbelievably, the bill is pulled back and
forth through the toothpick!  When the
toothpick is removed, the bill has no
tears or holes!

No skill required.  Comes complete with
dollar bill, cards, toothpick, plastic wallet
and routine.

 $20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hypno-bill-with-performance-dvd/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/just-passin-thru/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/michael-close-dollar-bill-exclusive/
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Max Krause Presents...
Unholey!

Deluxe Kit
Unholey! has everything. Audience
participation, comedy, drama and an
unbelievable, yet memorable climax!
Unholey! comes with several routines
allowing you to tailor your performance
to any age.

Unholey! allows you to leave your
audience with a souvenir they will tell all
their family and friends about for days,
months and even years to come!
Unholey! makes them remember YOU!

The Unholey! system allows you to create custom templates and includes detailed
instructions on how to give your audience an Unholey experience! Works with
any currency and many other mediums. Mac or PC compatible.

Unholey! Deluxe Kit: Comes with everything you need to do the effect�right
out of the package!

$47.50

O.W.F.F.
(A Deceptive Twist On An

Old Classic)
Presenting a new way to use an
old standby.  With Max�s new
handling, you can use this deck in
complete confidence.  Max�s
presentation will defy detection and
will slip past even the shrewdest
audience member.

Apply this to your favorite card-to-
impossible location.  How about as a
perfect addition to the many already
marketed effects you have lying around that
you wish you had the perfect lead-in to?

You will learn this technique in minutes and be able
to apply it in almost unlimited ways.  Comes complete with special Bicycle poker-
sized deck and 12 additional cards for other applications listed within the included
4-page manuscript.

$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/owff-max-krause/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/unholey-deluxe-kit-max-krause/
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Fred Kaps Treasury Note
The performer slowly counts five pieces of newspaper.
With a flick of the wrist, the paper instantly changes
into five $1 bills! (Can be changed back into paper
too!) You will love this stunning, close-up, walkaround

effect. We�ve made the master gimmick
for you! All you have to do is add five
$1 bills to the packet! Quick! Visual!
Perform Surrounded! Easy To Do!  Easy
To Carry!  Don�t leave home without it.

Available Again!      $15

Quality Money Items!

Confusing George
The Five $1 Bill Illusion

Pull out five $1 bills and count them in front of the
spectators, turning every other one over as you count
them! So you have some upside down and a couple
right side up! That�s it. Flick them...Shake them...Blow
on them...Turn them over and all of the bills are now
face up! Yep, that�s right�you mix them and still they
correct themselves. �Old George� is magical and
confusing for sure! No false counts or sleights! An
excellent effect for walk around or close-up! Comes
complete with instructions.

(Includes 4 Real Dollar Bills) $20

Mismade
Dollar Bill

The magicians borrows a dollar bill
and shows both sides. He then
shows both hands empty. (Except
for the borrowed bill, of course!)
The bill is folded in half and then in
half again.

With a magical gesture the bill is unfolded, and has transformed into a �mismade�
bill. The �mismade� bill is refolded and changed back to its original form and then
returned to the spectator.

$12.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mismade-dollar-bill/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/treasury-note-fred-kaps-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/confusing-george/
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Ken Brooke Exclusives

Sidewalk
Re-Shuffle

Ken Brooke�s Sidewalk Shuffle
is one of the best �display� card
routines around.  Paul Stone�s $$
version is undoubtedly the most
commercial!  Replacing the Aces for

giant Dollar signs makes this routine perfect for tradeshows and corporate
presentations because every corporate event revolves around one topic�the bottom
line�$$$$$!

These are top quality cards you�ll use for many years.  The superbly illustrated
instructions include the original Ken Brooke handling for The Sidewalk Shuffle
as well as the superb Fred Kaps routine.

$47.50

Sidewalk
Shuffle

A Fred Kaps Routine!
The classic jumbo �monte� effect with
cards, but done in an entertaining and
magical way.

Blank jumbo cards are shown, and one
by one they change into Aces of Clubs!
Spectator is asked to keep track of the
Ace...but it keeps changing and morphing
and in the end, the blank cards all change
to Aces!   Excellent

for tradeshows good for stage or close-up.  Master this
classic and have a professional effect that will serve
you well for years.  Top quality PVC cards.   Cards
are 10.5 x 6-inches in size.  Manuscript is written
by Ken Brooke in his award-winning routine style!
Well illustrated.

$47.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sidewalk-re-shuffled-ken-brooke-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sidewalk-shuffle-ken-brooke-fred-kaps-exclusive/
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Ken Brooke Exclusives
Kaps Floating

Cork
The performer sets a 4 x 3 x 2.5-inch solid
wood box on the table.  When he opens it, an
ordinary wine cork is seen inside.  At the
performer�s command, the cork begins to
quiver and slowly rises out of the box.  The
cork floats and moves above the box.  The
performer brings out a 3-inch ring, which he
passes over, under and around the floating cork!
The cork slowly returns to the box.

We are proud to re-release this classic item. Made
famous by the legendary Fred Kaps. Levitation is
one magic�s greatest tricks and effects. Nothing creates a
sense of disbelief and �awe� like this great effect.  Comes
complete with box, cork, ring, Fearson Thread Bullet (plus
extra thread), Fearson Wax and detailed instructions.

$60

Mark Stevens, Johnny
Thompson and Joe Stevens

Nemo 1500
Johnny TJohnny TJohnny TJohnny TJohnny Thompson�hompson�hompson�hompson�hompson�s signas signas signas signas signaturturturturture efe efe efe efe effffffect!ect!ect!ect!ect!

If you�ve seen Johnny perform this miracle, you fully
understand the huge impact you receive, when a
spectator�s freely chosen card is�beforehand�
predicted and a $20 bill or $100 bill is offered to the
spectator IF the prediction is wrong!  Of course, it is
NOT wrong and the performer comes out on top
each time.  A card is shown in a wallet before starting
the effect and then exposed at the end for the
correct prediction.  Oh so clever!

Comes complete with
everything you need, a
professional routine for
professionals.  No sleights
required.  The effect
works itself and you can
spend your time focusing
on the presentation.
(Excellent for all
languages!)

$97.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/nemo-1500-ken-brooke/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/kaps-floating-cork-ken-brooke-exclusive/
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Mark Edward Exclusives

PSI - LINES
The new expanded edition of PSI-LINES. This version
has dozens of new lines collected in the intervening years
that have passed since the original edition came out in
1997. All the original quotes are here with the addition
of many from recent books, writings and essays Mark has
written for The Ghost Story Society, The Altar Flame,
Fate Magazine, Vibrations.

If you have ever wracked your brain trying to come up
with just the right words to say while scripting a séance or
while caught in an after-show conversation with a group
of inquiring minds�look no further. In this book you will find comments, quotes
and quips that cover everything supernatural from ghosts and mediumship to
telepathy and psychic readings.

Printed in an easy to read font, PSI-LINES is 96 pages, size is 5.5 x 8.5-inches,
black coil bound plus covered in clear plastic front and back.

$35

Dolphin Tears
Mark Edward�s latest book Dolphin Tears is now
in stock! If you liked Mark�s previous tomes on
bizarre and séance magic, you will want to add
this to your collection. This time Mark has
fashioned a book of routines that feature darker
slants on effects that haven�t been re-imagined in
decades. With his own personal antiquarian
approach to storytelling, each jumps out of the
frame and entertains whether you are doing
séances or just wanting to add a little bit of
weirdness to your menu.

In addition to four killer effects, he also includes
several essays on what makes these �experiments�

work and how to handle sitters and situations that
have arisen from performances taken from his years
as a spirit medium. Topped with notes and suggestions
highlighting a séance based on H.P. Lovecraft�s �The
Case of Charles Dexter Ward,� this is a book that
will give you something to think about.  Book has 53
duplex pages and is coil bound in plastic covered
illustrated wraps.

$55

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dolphins-tears-mark-edward-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psi-lines-mark-edward-book/
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Mark Edward Exclusives

Tenebrae
Mark has many books, and choosing the right one
can be a difficult task�but no more. Here�s a
�sampler� of selections from all his published books
including a glimpse from the unpublished Psychic
Blues� Confessions From A Happy Medium.�

This is a carefully chosen baker�s dozen of 13 of
the best excerpts covering the gamut from an ESP
card effect to handwriting analysis, presented in
an easy-to-read overview for the discriminating
magician, mentalist or psychic entertainer.
Routines, séances and essays culled from his
complete website stock sold as a reasonably priced
introduction to all Mark�s work thus far. If you are curious or have been undecided
about which path to take in the ever-growing fields of bizarre, séance or performing

tarot, palmistry and graphology for fun or
profit, this 100 page primer will give you a
taste of the full spectrum available. Heavy
black-coil bound in plastic-covered, illustrated
green parchment wraps.

$25

Silentium
If you have ever wanted to learn how to read the
Tarot or already perform readings and consider
yourself an advanced student, Silentium is a book
you will not want to miss the chance of owning!  Using
the classic Rider-Waite Taror as a framework, each
card in the Major Arcana has been recreated to reflect
the 21st Century and beyond.

You receive not only a limited edition book containing
the 22 Major Aracana, but surefire readings that will
fit any other Tarot deck you may already be using.

Book is coil bound, with 100 pages and lots of
illustrations.  Whether you are a seasoned Tarot reader
looking for some new pathways or just like to enjoy
Tarot artwork with a surreal edge, this book will give
you and your sitters many hours of pleasure.

$45

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silentium-mark-edward/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tenebrae-mark-parker-bk/
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Steinmeyer�s Winners
Impuzzibilities

Jim Steinmeyer�s book is a collection of
13 surprising effects, many suitable as
�interactive� effects, through the
medium of a page, radio, videotape or
phone.

It starts with his famous mathematical
�Nine Card Problem� with his variations,
and even includes a �3-Card Monte� and

a card transposition which takes place completely in the spectator�s hands.  The
subtitle says it all; �Strangely Self-Working Conjuring.�

This little book will delight you (and maybe even
fool you), and arm you with versatile material for
audiences.  Booklet is 29 pages, 5.5 x 8.5, soft
cover with foil stamp cover.

$16

Further
Impuzzibilities

Jim Steinmeyer�s sequel to
Impuzzibilities contains 10 new
�interactive� effects, including the
amazing �King�s Coronation,� an
interactive effect suitable for television,
video or radio.

One effect uses no apparatus, just the
spectators� hands!  �The Five Fiends
Blackjack� deal is a completely self-working Blackjack effect. The �Thirteen Card
Dilemma� is a surprising routine in which cards simply can�t be counted�they

multiply and then disappear!

The booklet is a new companion to the original
Impuzzibilities, and the routines are secret weapons for
magicians�designed for those occasions when nothing else
will quite do the trick!

Booklet is 29 pages, 5.5 x 8.5, soft cover with foil stamp
cover.

$16

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/impuzzibilities-book/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/further-impuzzibilities-book/
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Steinmeyer�s Winners
Subsequent

Impuzzibilities
This is the third book in the series, and
also the largest, with 13 new effects.  All
are strangely self-working and
interactive.

�The Magician Who Fools Himself� is a
hands-off Cards Across routine that Jim
has featured in his lectures.  �The

Password Fallacy� is an amazing, long-distance location of a card
in the spectator�s packet�a worthy successor to the famous �Nine
Card Problem.�  �Enigmatic Tarot� is a fortune-telling effect suitable
for telephone or video performances.

Booklet has over 40 pages, with foil stamped cover  and matching
format to the previous two books.  As always, the tricks are not
only amazing but surprising.

$16

Ensuing
Impuzzibilities

This is the fourth book in the series, and
features more astonishing self-working
effects.

The contents include �8-Cards Especial�,
in which you name the card selected
randomly from a packet of eight.
�Automatic Ace Triumph,� a Triumph routine conducted through the telephone

or video. �Moraskill,� a prediction added to Miraskill.
�Flummoxed,� an amazing 3-part card routine.  Other routines
include Jim�s �Tuzo Sensu Mystery� and �Dining Out,� a self-
working menu prediction.  �Cue Card Mystery,� a prediction
using a handful of cue cards.  Also a series of innovative
equivoque variation, for playing card selection.

Booklet has 48 pages, with foil stamped cover and matching
format to the previous three books.

$18

Catalog Special:  Any 2 Steinmeyer BooksCatalog Special:  Any 2 Steinmeyer BooksCatalog Special:  Any 2 Steinmeyer BooksCatalog Special:  Any 2 Steinmeyer BooksCatalog Special:  Any 2 Steinmeyer Books
on pages 28 & 29 are 2 for $30.00on pages 28 & 29 are 2 for $30.00on pages 28 & 29 are 2 for $30.00on pages 28 & 29 are 2 for $30.00on pages 28 & 29 are 2 for $30.00
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Making Props That Work!
Making

Gimmicked Cards
By Suds

This book contains several methods of making
your own gimmicked cards�includes erasing
pips, splitting cards, printing cards, gluing cards
and how to make a blank card!  BONUS�Now
added: How to make magnetic cards and how
to make shim cards!

�Finally, at last, a teaching book
on how to make gimmicked
cards!�  --Joe Stevens

$17.50

Psychokinesis
By Chuck Leach

The only book of its kind!  A magician�s guide to
magical movements of objects with magnets!

Excellent material that
centers around magic with
magnets.  50 routines
offered that you can do.
Fabulous psychic effects
...Intriguing spirit effects
...Excellent routines for card
and coin effects.

Here is what you will learn:  � Shimming
� Concealment & Handling Tips � Magnetic
Reed Switches � PK Effects At The Table � PK
Effects Standing � PK Electronic Effects
� Miscellaneous Effects � Non-Magnet Effects.

Do more than just magic effects...mystify your
audience with  impossible magic tricks!

$35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/psychokinesis-book/
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

Mail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In OrMail-In Order Fder Fder Fder Fder Formormormormorm

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
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